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ABSTRACT
We have measured resonance strengths and energies for dielectronic recombination (DR) of beryllium-like
Fe xxiii forming boron-like Fe xxii via N ¼ 2! N 0 ¼ 2 and N ¼ 2! N 0 ¼ 3 core excitations. All measurements
were carried out using the heavy-ion Test Storage Ring at the Max Planck Institute for Nuclear Physics (MPI-K)
in Heidelberg, Germany. We have also calculated these resonance strengths and energies using three independent,
perturbative, state-of-the-art theoretical techniques: the multiconfiguration Breit-Pauli (MCBP) method, the multi-
configuration Dirac-Fock (MCDF) method, and the Flexible Atomic Code (FAC). Overall reasonable agreement
is found between our experimental results and these theoretical calculations. We have used our measurements to
produce a Maxwellian-averaged DR rate coefficient for Fe xxiii. Our experimentally derived rate coefficient is
estimated to be accurate to better that 20%. At temperatures where Fe xxiii is predicted to form in both photo-
ionized and electron-ionized gas, we find mixed agreement between our experimental rate coefficient and previ-
ously published rate coefficients.We find good agreement at these temperatures between the experimentally derived
rate coefficient and our MCBP, MCDF, and FAC results.
Subject headinggs: atomic data — atomic processes
1. INTRODUCTION
Dielectronic recombination (DR) is an important recombina-
tion process in both photoionized and electron-ionized plasmas
(Ferland et al. 1998; Mazzotta et al. 1998). Accurate DR data are
needed to interpret andmodel the line emission, thermal structure,
and ionization structures of these plasmas (Mewe et al. 1985;
Brickhouse et al. 1995; Ferland et al. 1998; Savin et al. 1999,
2000). Laboratory measurements can provide a small portion of
the needed DR rate coefficients. But theoretical calculations are
used to produce the bulk of the required DR data (Ferland et al.
1998; Mazzotta et al. 1998; Kallman & Bautista 2001). The ac-
curacy of the theoretical DR data is thus an issue of major con-
cern (Ferland 2003). Laboratory measurements play an important
role in benchmarking theory, testing its accuracy, and improv-
ing our understanding of the DR process. But in instances where
theory is not able to accurately calculate the relevant DR res-
onance structure and energies, laboratory measurements are the
only way to produce reliable DR rate coefficients.
DR is a two-step recombination process that begins when
a free electron approaches an ion, collisionally excites a bound
electron of the ion, and is simultaneously captured. The electron
excitation can be labeled Nlj ! N 0l 0j 0 , where N is the principal
quantum number of the core electron, l is its orbital angular mo-
mentum, and j is its total angular momentum. The intermediate
state, formed by simultaneous excitation and capture, may auto-
ionize. The DR process is complete when the intermediate state
emits a photon that reduces the total energy of the recombined
ion to below its ionization limit. Conservation of energy re-
quires that for DR to go forward Ek ¼ E  Eb. Here Ek is the
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kinetic energy of the incident electron, E is the excitation
energy of the initially bound electron in the presence of the
captured electron, and Eb is the binding energy released when
the incident electron is captured onto the excited ion. Because
E and Eb are quantized, DR is a resonant process.
The strength of a DR resonance is given by the integral of the
resonance cross section over energy. In the isolated resonance
approximation, the integrated strength of a particular DR res-
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Here h is the Planck constant,R is the Rydberg energy constant,
Ed is the energy of resonance d , a0 is the Bohr radius, gd and gi are
the statistical weights of d and of the initial ion, respectively, Aa
and Ar are the autoionization and radiative decay rates, respec-
tively,
P
f is over all states stable against autoionization,
P
f 0 is





include cascades through lower lying autoionizing states and ul-
timately to bound states, and
P
 is over all states attainable by
autoionization of d . Rate coefficients for plasma modeling are
produced bymultiplying Sd with the relative electron-ion velocity,
integrating over a Maxwellian electron energy distribution, and
then summing the contributions due to all resonances d .
Theoretical DR rate coefficients for K-shell ions are believed
to be well understood. This is partially due to a sustained series
of electron beam ion trap (EBIT) and ion storage ring measure-
ments over the past 15 yr. These measurements have provided
important benchmarks for the development of modern theoretical
methods for calculating DR. Comparisons of experimental and
theoretical K-shell DR studies have been reviewed by Mu¨ller
(1995) and Savin & Laming (2002). Overall agreement between
state-of-the-art theory and experiment is on the order of20%.
The situation for L-shell ions, however, has not been so good.
Until recently the published L-shell DR data have been highly
unreliable. For example, laboratory measurements of DR for
L-shell ions have found factors of 2 to order-of-magnitude er-
rors in the published DR rate coefficients (Savin et al. 1997, 1999,
2002a, 2002b, 2003; Schippers et al. 2000, 2001, 2004). For ions
where there are no measurements, published theoretical results
can differ from one another by factors of 2 or more (Arnaud &
Raymond 1992; Savin 2000; Savin & Laming 2002).
However, in the last year or so the quality of the theoretical
DR data available for modeling cosmically abundant L-shell ions
has changed significantly. State-of-the-art theoretical results are
now being systematically published for a wide range of cosmi-
cally abundant elements (e.g., Badnell et al. 2003; Chen 2002;
Gu 2003b; Zatsarinny et al. 2003). The reliability of these cal-
culations has been greatly helped by a concerted series of bench-
mark measurements using ion storage rings over the past 10+ yr.
This paper is part of that DR effort.
In an attempt to provide reliable DR data for plasma modeling,
storage ring measurements have been carried out for a wide range
of L-shell ions. In order best to test theory, it is important to have
laboratory results for every isoelectronic sequence at both the low-
and high-Z ends of the range in atomic number Z for which data
are needed. In this way one can test the theoretical and compu-
tational approximations used and determine their reliability as a
function of Z over the range of interest.
Covering all of the cosmically abundant elements requires
data up to Z ¼ 30. Hence, within this range it is useful to note
the lowest and highest Z ions in each L-shell isoelectronic se-
quence for which ion storage ring measurements exist. We adopt
the labeling convention here of using the charge state of the ion
before undergoing DR.
Measurements of 2! 2 DR exist for a number of Li-like ions
fromBe+ (Mohamed et al. 2002) to Cu26+ (Kilgus et al. 1992).We
also note the high-resolution, single-pass, merged-beams mea-
surement for Ar15+ of Schennach et al. (1994). For Be-like ions
measurements have been carried out for a number of systems
from C2+ (Fogle et al. 2005) to Cu25+ (M. Schnell et al. 2006, in
preparation; see also Schnell et al. 2003). For B-like ions, stor-
age ring measurements exist for Ar13+ (DeWitt et al. 1996) and
Fe21+ (Savin et al. 2003). For C-like, N-like, and O-like systems,
the only storage ringmeasurements we are aware of are those on
Fe20+ (Savin et al. 2003), Fe19+ (Savin et al. 2002b), and Fe18+
(Savin et al. 1999, 2002a), respectively. And lastly, storage ring
results have been published for F-like Fe17+ (Savin et al. 1997,
1999) and for the higher Z ion Se25+ (Lampert et al. 1996) but
not for any lower Z systems.
The situation for storage ring measurements of 2! 3 DR is
much spottier. Results have been published for Li-like Si11+
(Kenntner et al. 1995) and Cu26+ (Kilgus et al. 1992). Again, it
is worth noting the work on Ar15+ by Schennach et al. (1994).
For Be-like, O-like, and F-like ions, the only measurements we
are aware of are, respectively, those for Mg8+ (Schippers et al.
2004), Fe18+ (Savin et al. 2002a), and F-like Se25+ (even though
this is above our Z ¼ 30 cutoff ; Lampert et al. 1996). We are un-
aware of any 2! 3 storage ring DR measurements for ions in
the B-like, C-like, N-like, or Ne-like isoelectronic sequences.
These and other storage ring measurements of L-shell DR
have done much to improve the quality of state-of-the-art DR
calculations. However, important issues remain unresolved. For
example, 2! 2 resonances dominate the DR process at low en-
ergies. But state-of-the-art theory is still unable to predict re-
liably the position of near zero energy DR resonances. For ions
that form at temperatures where these low-energy resonances are
important, this can result in a factor of 2 or more difference be-
tween theory and experiment (Schippers et al. 2004). Clearly an
improvement is needed in the atomic structure codes used to cal-
culate the relevant DR resonance energies. A second unresolved
issue is the reliability of modern DR calculations for 2! 3 core
excitations. These calculations have been benchmarked for only a
few ions in four of the L-shell isoelectronic sequences. For the
other four sequences no measurements at all exist. Lastly, for
2! 2 and 2! 3 DR there are many isoelectronic sequences
for whichmeasurements do not span the range of important ions
but rather exist for only a single ion. It is clear that further lab-
oratory work is still needed to benchmark L-shell DR calcu-
lations for DR via both of these core excitations.
Here we present recent laboratory results for 2! 2 and
2! 3 DR of Fe xxiii forming Fe xxii. DR via 2! 2 core ex-
citations can proceed via the following resonances:
Fe22þ 2s2 1S0















In our studies we measured 2! 2 DR resonances for electron-
ion collision energies between 0 and98 eV. For 2! 3 DR we
have carried out measurements for recombination via the cap-
ture channels:
Fe22þ 2s2 1S0
  þ e ! Fe21þ 2s3lnl 0ð Þ: ð3Þ
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These measurements have been carried for energies between
230 and 1240 eV. There are no significant DR resonances
predicted between 98 and 230 eV.
This paper is organized as follows: The experimental arrange-
ment for our measurements is described in x 2. Our laboratory
results are presented in x 3. Theoretical calculations that have
been carried out for comparison with our results are discussed
in x 4. Comparisons between experimental and theoretical re-
sults are presented in x 5.
2. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE
Our laboratory studies have been performed using the heavy-
ion Test Storage Ring (TSR) at the Max-Planck-Institute for Nu-
clear Physics in Heidelberg, Germany. DR measurements are
carried out by merging, in one of the straight sections of TSR,
a circulating ion beam with an electron beam for a distance of
1.5 m. The electrons are demerged from the primary and re-
combined ion beams using toroidal magnets. After demerging,
recombined ions are separated from the stored ions using a dipole
magnet and directed onto a detector. The relative electron-ion
collision energy can be precisely controlled and the recombi-
nation signal measured as a function of this energy. Details of
the experimental setup have been given elsewhere (Kilgus et al.
1992; Lampert et al. 1996; Schippers et al. 1998, 2000, 2001).
After demerging from the electron beam, the primary and re-
combined ions pass through two correction dipole magnets. Both
beams then pass through a dipole that separates the recombined
ions from the primary ion beam and directs the recombined ions
onto a detector. Some of the recombined ions can be field ionized
by motional electric fields before the detector and thus are not
detected. Field ionization of the recombined ions passing through
these three sets of magnets has been modeled by Schippers et al.
(2001). Their formalism uses the hydrogenic approximation to
take into account the radiative lifetime of the Rydberg level into
which the initially free electron is captured. Using this meth-
odology, we estimate for Fe xxiii that electrons captured into
nmaxP118 are detected by our experimental arrangement.
For the DR measurements reported here, a beam of 56Fe22+
was produced by the tandem accelerator and rf linear accelerator
at the Max-Planck-Institute for Nuclear Physics by stripping a
beam of iron ions in a carbon foil at the energy of the maxi-
mum equilibrium yield for charge state 22+ (Shima et al. 1992).
The beam was then injected into the storage ring at an energy of
248MeV. The initial energy spread of the ions was reduced using
standard electron cooling techniques. In cooling mode the elec-
tron beam current was 80mAwith a radius of 3 cm. The ion beam
can heat up due to intrabeam scattering. The size of this effect was
partly reduced by the typical achievable average ion currents of
several tens of microamps. The ion storage lifetime was 80 s.
The absolute scale for the center-of-mass energy Ecm is cal-
ibrated using the electron beam energy.Wemeasure the cathode
voltage and the electron current simultaneously. In this way we
are able to determine the space charge– corrected electron beam
energy. Recently we have upgraded our method for measuring the
beamvoltage and current by adding a frequency-compensated high-
voltage probe and a fast current-to-frequency converter (Nikolic´
et al. 2004; Kieslich et al. 2004). These enable simultaneous
online monitoring of both the electron beam voltage and current.
After correcting the electron energy in the laboratory frame by
the electron space charge, Ecm is accurate to 0.25%.
2.1. 2! 2 Measurements
TheN ¼ 0 resonances were measured using a1 kV high-
voltage amplifier to vary the electron beam energy. This amplifier
has a fast response time and is floated on top of the power
supply that provides the main cathode voltage and has a much
slower response time.
DRmeasurements are carried out as a function of Ecm by varying
the electron beam energy. The beam energy is chopped between
cooling (Ecool), measurement (Emeas), and reference (Eref) energies,
all measured in the lab frame. Data were collected using chopping
patterns of Ecool  Emeas  Eref and Ecool  Eref  Emeas.
The electron cooling force on the ions is effective only for
very low relative velocities between the ions and electrons. At
cathode voltages different from Ecool , the ion beam can heat up
due to intrabeam scattering. In order to reduce this effect, each
chopping pattern included an electron beam energy setting of
Ecool for 30 ms.
Typical measurement and reference energy dwelling times
were set between 3 and 5 ms. Given a standard cooling energy
dwelling time of 30ms, each chopping cycle of three energy steps
lasted about 40 ms.With typical ion lifetimes in the range of 80 s,
several hundred chopping cycles could be made before new ion
injections were needed to replace the ion current in the ring.
The measured recombined ion signal includes contributions
due to DR, radiative recombination (RR), and charge transfer
(CT) off the rest gas in the storage ring. Data collected at Eref ¼
Ecm  98 eVare used to determine the recombined ion background
due to CT for each chopping cycle. No significant DR resonances
are expected at these energies. This allows us to determine the
background signal rate for all energy steps.
When chopping the beam energy, the cathode voltage requires
a certain settling time before it reaches the new desired value. This
can result in voltage variations within a measurement window.
The drifting of the voltage directly affects the measured width
of the DR resonances. The amplitude of the voltage variation is
proportional to the potential differences between Emeas and the
preceding energy step. Resonance broadening can be reduced
by avoiding large voltage differences between Emeas and the
prior cooling or reference energy. Thus, at low relative energies
a chopping sequence of Ecool  Emeas  Eref was used and at
high energies of Ecool  Eref  Emeas. For energies in between
there is no ideal sequence.
2.2. 2! 3 Measurements
TheN ¼ 1 resonances extend over awide range thatwewere
not able to cover using the high-voltage amplifier alone. To reach
the necessary electron beam energies, after injection and cool-
ing was complete, the main power supply was switched to the
appropriate voltage. A limited energy subrange of theN ¼ 1
resonances could then be covered using the high-voltage am-
plifier, floating atop the new electron cathode voltage. After
collecting sufficient statistics for this limited energy range, we
stopped the measurement and changed the voltage of the main
power supply for the cathode.We then scanned over a new energy
interval. By combining overlapping energy ranges, we were able
to collect a complete spectrum of the N ¼ 1 resonances. For
the N ¼ 1 data, it was not possible to cool the ions between
each measurement step. This resulted in a portion of the reso-
nance broadening in the measured data being due to heating up
of the ion beam by intrabeam scattering.
2.3. Metastable Ions
In our measurements we detected metastable 56Fe22+ (1s22s2p
3Po0 ) ions in our beam by observing DR resonances due to the
metastable parent ion. For beryllium-like ions with zero nuclear
spin (such as 56Fe), the 3Po0 level is forbidden to decay to the
ground state via a one-photon transition and the multiphoton
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transition rate is negligible. Hence, this level can be considered
as having a nearly infinite lifetime (Marques et al. 1993; Brage
et al. 1998). It is not surprising then that we have detected these
metastables in our measurement.
Assignment of the measured Fe22+ data to the ionic resonance
structures was done with the help of multiconfiguration Breit-
Pauli (MCBP) calculations, described in more detail below (x 4.1),
for both ground-state and 3Po0 metastable ions. In the energy region
for DR due to 2! 2 core excitations, the calculation for ground-
state ions is largely dominated by the Rydberg series converging
to the 2s2 1S0! 2s2p 1Po1 excitation threshold.On the other hand,
the calculated metastable spectrum shows a much less regular
structure. In fact, most of the Rydberg resonances associated
with the relevant 2s2p 3Po0 ! 2p2 excitations yield only very
small DR cross sections as they strongly autoionize into the
2s2p 3PoJ continuum channels for J ¼ 1 and 2, which are en-
ergetically open at collision energies of greater than 3.838 and
15.325 eV, respectively (using energies from the NIST database4).
In the measured spectrum we can identify eight resonances
and/or resonance blends in the 1.40–2.95 eVenergy range that
arise exclusively from 3Po0 metastable parent ions. Using the quan-
tum defects of Theodosiou et al. (1986), we assign the strongest
of these to the 2p2( 3P1)9l (l  4) resonance with a hydrogenic
position at 2.89 eV. These eight features are well separated from
any ground-state resonances (see Fig. 1). The resonance struc-
ture is fairly well reproduced, although not in all detail, by our
MCBP calculations. This basic agreement, as well as the good
agreement of the same calculation regarding the ground-state
structures above 1 eV, led us to estimate the metastable fraction
in the stored 56Fe22+ ion beam by taking the ratio of the ex-
perimental and theoretical integrated resonance strengths in this
energy range.
Our determination here may seem somewhat circular because
it depends on the same theory that we are benchmarking. How-
ever, we note that for 56Fe19+ we found good agreement be-
tween experiment and theory for N ¼ 0 core excitations at
collision energies above 1 eV. For MCBP calculations, the ratio
of theoretical to experimental resonance strengths on average
was 0.98 with a 1  scatter of 30%. Here we are using a
number of resonances in our determination of the metastable
fraction. This should help to reduce any effects due to the scatter
in individual resonance strength ratios. But to err on the side of
caution, we estimate that our metastable determination is good
to about 30%. This yields a metastable fraction of 7%  2%.
Thus, we conclude that uncertainties in our metastable fraction
determination have an insignificant effect on our determination
of the ground-state beam current.
This estimated metastable fraction seems to be in good agree-
mentwith that of Badnell et al. (1991) for their beams of beryllium-
like C2+, O4+, and F5+. They used a tandem accelerator to produce
their ion beams for single-pass electron-ion merged-beams DR
measurements. Their total 3PoJ (J ¼ 0, 1, 2) metastable fraction
was about 75%. Assuming that the various J levels in Badnell
et al. (1991) were statistically populated, one would then expect
that 3Po0 metastable ions would comprise
1
9
of the total 3Po pop-
ulation or 8% of the ion beam current.
For our work we also used a tandem accelerator to produce
beryllium-like ions.We stored the 56Fe22+ ions in TSR. Then we
cooled and waited a sufficient time (1 s) before beginning data
acquisition. This allowed the J ¼ 1 and 2 levels to decay away
(using the NIST lifetimes),5 leaving only the J ¼ 0 level. If we
now assume that our beam initially consisted of about 75% meta-
stable 3PoJ , then after about 1 s of storage time we would expect a
beam with about 8% J ¼ 0 metastable ions. This is in good
agreement with the 7%  2% we have determined for 56Fe22+.
We have reanalyzed our 2! 2 data multiplying the mea-
sured ion current by a fraction of 0.93 to use the true ground-
state ion current. For the 2! 3 data, we did not make any such
correction and used the full measured ion current in our data
analysis. This is because at the high energies where the 2! 3
channels are important, the contributions from the various 2l 2
core configurations are expected to be roughly the same (e.g.,
Mitnik & Badnell 2004).
We close this section with a brief comment on the TSR
24Mg8+ DRmeasurements of Schippers et al. (2004). As this is a
zero nuclear spin beryllium-like ion, the 24Mg8+ beam is expected
to consist of both ground-state 1S0 and metastable
3Po0 ions.
Based on our 56Fe22+ results, we expect an 7% metastable
fraction in the 24Mg8+ beam. However, no DR resonances due
to this metastable parent ion were seen. This is most likely
due to a combination of two effects. First is the opening up of
additional autoionization channels as is explained above. The
e þ 2s2p 3Po0 ! 2p2nl capture channels can autoionize into
the 2s2p 3PoJ (J ¼ 1, 2) continuum for collision energies of more
than 0.1397 and 0.4447 eV, respectively (using the NIST en-
ergies). Hence, we expect to see no significant metastable res-
onances in 24Mg8+ for energies above 0.14 eV. Second is the
fact that hydrogenic calculations of the 2p2nl resonance ener-
gies indicate that there are no significant resonances in the 0–
0.14 eV energy range. Thus, we can only estimate the 24Mg8+
beam metastable component using our 56Fe22+ results. Based on
this, it is likely that the experimentally derived 24Mg8+ DR rate
coefficient of Schippers et al. (2004) should be shifted up by 7%.
However, this is well within their estimated 15% uncertainty
and hence not necessary.
2.4. Uncertainties
Experimental uncertainties have been discussed in detail
elsewhere (Kilgus et al. 1992; Lampert et al. 1996). The total
4 Available at http://physics.nist.gov/asd3.
Fig. 1.—Fe xxiii to Fe xxii 2! 2 DR resonance structure for Ecm from 1.4 to
3.0 eV. The data represent the DR and RR cross sections times the electron-ion
relative velocity convolved with the energy spread of the experiment (i.e., the
merged-beams rate coefficient vh i) and are shown vs. electron-ion center-of-
mass collision energy. All of the resonances in this energy range are attributed to
metastable 3Po0 ions. The solid line shows our experimental results. The dotted
line gives our calculated MCBP resonance structure for metastable ions mul-
tiplied by a factor of 0.07. We have added to our theoretical results the con-
volved, nonresonant RR contribution obtained from semiclassical calculations.
5 See http://physics.nist.gov/cgi-bin /AtData /main_asd.
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systematic uncertainty in our absolute DR measurements is es-
timated to be P20%. The major sources of uncertainties include
the electron beam density determination, the ion current mea-
surement, corrections for the merging and demerging of the two
beams, the efficiency of the recombined ion detector, resonance
strength fitting uncertainties, and uncertainties in the shape of the
interpolated smooth background (particularly in regions where
theDR resonanceswere so numerous that the backgroundwas not
directly observable). Another source of uncertainty is that we as-
sume that each DR feature can be fitted using a single resonance
peak when in fact each feature is often composed of many unre-
solved resonances. Relative uncertainties for comparing our DR
results at different energies are estimated to be P10%. Uncer-
tainties are quoted at a confidence level believed to be equiv-
alent to a 90% counting statistics confidence level.
3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
Our 2! 2 and 2! 3 DR resonance measurements are
shown in Figures 2a and 3a, respectively. In Figure 2a, the data
represent the sum of the RR and DR cross sections times the
relative electron-ion velocity convolved with the energy spread
of the experiment, i.e., the merged-beams rate coefficient vh i.
In Figure 3a the RR background has been subtracted out. The
data in both figures are presented as a function of Ecm .
3.1. 2! 2 Resonances
In Figure 2a, the strongest resonance series corresponds to
2s2(1S0)! 2s2p( 1Po1 ) core excitations.Many resonances are also
seen due to other core excitations. Some of the smaller reso-
nances below 3 eVare due to recombination of metastable Fe22+
[2s2p(3Po0 )] ions (e.g., Fig. 1). We have carried out theoretical
calculations (see xx 2.3 and 4.1) to use as a guide to identify
these resonances. Above 3 eV, there are no predicted signif-
icant DR resonances for metastable Fe22+.
As discussed in x 2.1, for low relative energies we used a chop-
ping pattern of Ecool  Emeas  Eref . For EcmP 3 eV, Ecool Emeas
and any drift of the cathode voltage during the measurement
window is minimal. This resulted in an effective energy spread
associated with the relative motion between the ions and elec-
trons corresponding to temperatures of kBT? ¼ 17 meV perpen-
dicular to the magnetic field confining the electron beam and
kBTk ¼ 0:15 meV parallel to this magnetic field. Here kB is
Boltzmann’s constant. For higher values of Ecm the drift be-
comes more important, broadening the measured resonances.
For high relative energies we used Ecool  Eref  Emeas, and for
Ecm k 70 eV broadening due to voltage drifting appears to be
unimportant.
Due to the energy spread of the electron beam, resonances
below Ecm  kBT?  17meV cannot be resolved from the near
Fig. 2.—Fe xxiii to Fe xxii 2! 2 DR resonance structure (nmax ¼ 118): (a) experimental, (b) MCBP, (c) MCDF, and (d ) FAC results. The experimental and
theoretical data represent the DR and RR cross sections times the electron-ion relative velocity convolved with the energy spread of the experiment (i.e., the merged-
beams rate coefficient vh i) and are shown vs. electron-ion center-of-mass collision energy. In (a) resonances resulting from the 1S0 1P1 core excitations are labeled for
capture into high-l levels. Unlabeled resonances are due to capture into low-l levels or due to DR via other core excitations. The nonresonant ‘‘background’’ rate
coefficient in (a) is due primarily to RR. The horizontal line in the inset of (a) shows the 1.40–2.95 eVenergy range containing the resonances due to recombination onto
metastable 3Po0 ions that were used to determine the metastable fraction of the ion beam (as is discussed in x 2.3 and shown in detail in Fig. 1). In (b), (c), and (d ) the
theoretical DR results have been multiplied by 0.93 for comparison purposes to take into account the 7%metastable contamination of our ion beam. Also in (b), (c), and
(d ), we have added to our DR results the convolved, nonresonant RR contribution obtained from semiclassical calculations.
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0 eV RR signal. However, we can infer that no significant res-
onances exist for either ground-state or metastable Fe22+. At
EcmP104 eV, the measured recombination rate coefficient is a
factor of only 2 larger than the RR rate coefficient predicted
using semiclassical RR theory with quantum mechanical cor-
rections (Schippers et al. 2001). This is comparable to the range
of enhancement factors that has been found using electron coolers
on storage rings for measurements of RR for bare ions (see Fig. 1
inHeerlein et al. 2002 and their references 2–12; see alsoGwinner
et al. 2000). Therefore, we believe that there are no unresolvedDR
resonances at energiesP17 meV.
The lowest energy observed resonance occurs at a value of
0.0893 eV with a resonance strength of 3:1 ; 1019 cm2 eV. This
resonance was not seen in any of the theoretical calculations for
either ground-state or metastable Fe22+. Hence, it is not clear
whether this resonance will or will not contribute to the total DR
rate coefficient for ground-state Fe22+.
3.2. 2! 3 Resonances
The measured DR resonance structure for 2! 3 DR of
Fe xxiii is shown in Figure 3a. The spectrum is rich in resonance
structure with many overlapping resonances within each man-
ifold and between manifolds. The 3l3l 0, 3l4l 0, and 3l5l 0 mani-
folds are well separated in energy and easily identifiable. The
higher 3lnl 0 (n  6) manifolds overlap and are less easily iden-
tified. In addition, there are a number of weak 4 l4l 0 resonances
that lie between1000 and 1240 eVand make a small contribu-
tion to the overall spectrum.
The energy resolution of the 2! 3 DRmeasurements can be
approximated by a Gaussian with an FWHM of
EFWHM ¼ 4 kBTeAEcm ln 2ð Þ1=2; ð4Þ
where kBTeff is the effective energy spread due to the combined
energy spreads of the electron and ion beams. Due to blending of
the DR resonances, we were unable to fit an individual DR reso-
nance to determine the effective energy spread of themeasurement.
Instead, we estimated the energy spread using our theoretical
results convolved with the energy spread of the experiment. For
our MCBP and Flexible Atomic Code (FAC) calculations we
used a Gaussian line shape. For our multiconfiguration Dirac-
Fock (MCDF) results we used Voigt profiles. The Voigt functions
account for the Lorentzian natural line shapes of the resonances
and the Gaussian shape of the experimental energy spread. We
found a best fit by eye of kBTeA  1:36 meV.
3.3. Rate Coefficients
We have generated an experimentally derived rate coefficient
for the sum of 2! 2 and 2! 3 DR of Fe xxiii forming Fe xxii
in a plasma with a Maxwellian electron energy distribution. To
produce a 2! 2 rate coefficient, we have multiplied our 2! 2
Fig. 3.—Fe xxiii to Fe xxii DR resonances due to 2! 3 core excitations (nmax ¼ 118): (a) experimental, (b) MCBP, (c) MCDF, and (d ) FAC results. The
experimental and theoretical data represent the DR cross section times the electron-ion relative velocity convolved with the energy spread of the experiment (i.e., the
merged-beams rate coefficient vh i). The data are shown vs. electron-ion collision energy. In (a) the measured DR resonances due to various 3lnl 0 doubly excited states
are labeled. The nonresonant RR ‘‘background’’ has been subtracted in (a) and has not been included in (b), (c), and (d ). The theoretical results have not been scaled to
account for the metastable fraction in our ion beam for reasons discussed in x 3.3.
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DR data by a factor of 1/0.93 to account for the estimated 7%
metastable contamination factor. In addition, we have excluded
all resonances due to metastable ions (see, e.g., Fig. 1). For 2! 3
DR the rate coefficients for the ground-state and metastable level
are expected to be roughly the same (e.g., Mitnik & Badnell
2004). To calculate the experimentally derived 2! 3 rate coef-
ficient, we have therefore not corrected for the metastable fraction
of the ion beam.
Figure 4 shows the resulting DR rate coefficient using the
extracted resonance strengths for Ecm < 3:2 eVand numerically
integrating the higher energy data (after subtracting out the non-
resonant background). Resonance strengths were extracted fol-
lowing the method outlined in Kilgus et al. (1992) and Lampert
et al. (1996). The rate coefficient was calculated using the meth-
odology outlined in Savin (1999) for resonance strengths and in
Schippers et al. (2001) for numerical integration.
We estimate that the uncertainty in the absolute magnitude of
our experimentally derived rate coefficient is P20% for kBTe >
0:001 eV. Contributions due to DR into n  nmax ¼ 118 are
estimated to have no effect for kBTe  10 eV. If included, these
contributions would increase our summed DR rate by <6% for
10 eV < kBTe  1000 eV and by <2% above 1000 eV.
To take into account the uncertainty in whether or not the res-
onance at 0.0893 eV is due to ground-state or metastable Fe xxiii,
we provide a fit to rate coefficients calculated with and without
this resonance included. Actually the uncertainty of the parent-
age for this resonance is not expected to be an issue for plasma
modeling. This resonance makes a significant contribution to
the total DR rate coefficient only for kBTe < 0:2 eV, and Fe xxiii
is not predicted to form at these temperatures in either photoionized
or electron-ionized plasmas (Mazzotta et al. 1998; Kallman &
Bautista 2001).
We have fitted our experimentally derived rate coefficient
using the simple fitting formula





where ci is the resonance strength for the ith fitting component
and Ei is the corresponding energy parameter. Table 1 lists the
best-fit values for the fit parameters. The fit including the low-
energy resonance is good to better than 0.5% for 0:001 eV 
kBTe 10;000 eV. The fit without this resonance is good to
P0.5% for 0:1 eV  kBTe 10;000 eV. Below 0.1 eV, the fit
goes to zero with decreasing Te faster than the data. But this is
not expected to be an issue as the total recombination rate co-
efficient at these temperatures is dominated by RR by orders of
magnitude.
Fig. 4.—Fe xxiii to Fe xxii Maxwellian-averaged DR rate coefficient for
recombination. (a) The thick solid line represents our experimentally derived
rate coefficient using our 2! 2 and 2! 3 results (nmax ¼ 118). The thick error
bars show our estimated total experimental uncertainty of P20%. Also shown
are the published theoretical DR rate coefficients of Jacobs et al. (1977) as fitted
by Shull & van Steenberg (1982; dotted line), the data of McLaughlin et al.
(1987; filled squares), and the data of Romanik (1988; short-dashed line), as
well as the recommended DR rate coefficients of Arnaud & Raymond (1992;
long-dashed line) and Mazzotta et al. (1998; dot-dashed line), which are both
based on the work of Badnell (1986). As a reference we give the recommended
RR rate coefficient of Gu (2003a; thin solid line). (b) As in (a), the thick solid
line represents our experimentally derived rate coefficient and the thin solid line
the recommended RR rate. Also shown are our MCBP DR results for nmax ¼
1000 (Colgan et al. 2003; dotted line), our MCDF results for nmax ¼ 400 (short-
dashed line), and our FAC results for nmax ¼ 1 (Gu 2003b; long-dashed line).
All calculations include DR via 2! 2 and 2! 3 core excitations. On the scale
of the figure, all three theoretical results overlap extremely well with our ex-
perimental results and at some temperatures are indistinguishable from the ex-
perimental curve. Neither the experimental nor theoretical DR rate coefficients
in (a) or (b) include RR. The solid horizontal line shows the formation zone of
Fe xxiii as predicted for an optically thin, low-density photoionized plasma of
cosmic abundances (Kallman & Bautista 2001) and for low-density electron-
ionized plasmas (Mazzotta et al. 1998).
TABLE 1
Fit Parameters
Parameter Experimenta Experimentb MCDF
c1 ..................................... 2.47E6 7.48E5 7.24E5
c2 ..................................... 1.21E4 4.29E5 4.12E5
c3 ..................................... 2.18E3 1.98E3 1.77E3
c4 ..................................... 1.50E3 8.82E4 1.36E3
c5 ..................................... 1.47E2 8.01E3 1.24E2
c6 ..................................... 3.14E2 2.86E2 3.08E2
c7 ..................................... 7.98E2 8.36E2 8.98E2
c8 ..................................... 1.25E1 1.13E1 1.11E1
c9 ..................................... 7.25E1 7.43E1 7.24E1
E1..................................... 8.93E2 4.46E1 4.40E1
E2..................................... 4.69E1 5.17E1 5.07E1
E3..................................... 1.16E+0 1.13E+0 1.12E+0
E4..................................... 3.21E+0 2.16E+0 2.75E+0
E5..................................... 1.04E+1 7.55E+0 9.53E+0
E6..................................... 2.71E+1 1.96E+1 2.44E+1
E7..................................... 7.82E+1 6.78E+1 7.39E+1
E8..................................... 4.00E+2 3.50E+2 3.61E+2
E9..................................... 9.88E+2 9.75E+2 9.62E+2
Notes.—Fit parameters for the experimentally derived DR rate coefficient
for Fe xxiii forming Fe xxii via N ¼ 2! N 0 ¼ 2 and N ¼ 2! N 0 ¼ 3 core ex-
citation channels (nmax ¼ 118). Also given are the fit parameters for our cal-
culated MCDF results (nmax ¼ 400). Fits for our MCBP and FAC data are given
in Colgan et al. (2003) and Gu (2003b), respectively. The units are cm3 s1 K1.5
for ci and eV for Ei .
a Including the unidentified resonance at 0.0893 eV.
b Excluding the unidentified resonance at 0.0893 eV.
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4. THEORY
Existing theoretical DR rate coefficients for Fe xxiii have been
calculated using LS coupling by Jacobs et al. (1977), McLaughlin
et al. (1987), and Romanik (1988). Badnell (1986) calculated
2! 2 DR using the Burgess formula (Burgess 1965) and an
MCBP method for 2! 3 DR. All of these results are shown in
Figure 4. However, there have been major theoretical and com-
putational advances since this early DR work.
Recently, state-of-the-art theoretical results for Fe xxiii have
been published by Colgan et al. (2003) and Gu (2003b) using
two different theoretical methods. In addition, we have carried
out new calculations using yet a third state-of-the-art theoretical
technique. All of these methods use the independent processes
and isolated resonance approximations (Seaton& Storey 1976).
For Fe xxiii, we expect interference between DR and RR and the
effects of interacting resonances to be unimportant (Pindzola
et al. 1992). The DR cross section can then be written as a product
of the resonance capture cross section (which is related by detailed
balance to the autoionization rate) and the stabilizing radiative
branching ratio. Belowwe briefly describe these techniques and
the results.
4.1. Multiconfiguration Breit-Pauli (MCBP)
The theoretical details of the MCBP calculations have been
reported in detail elsewhere (Badnell et al. 2003; Colgan et al.
2003). Briefly, the AUTOSTRUCTURE code was used to cal-
culate energy levels and radiative and autoionization rates in the
intermediate-coupling approximations. As previously mentioned,
the rates are calculated in the isolated resonance approximation,
which enables the generation offinal-state level-resolved and total
DR rate coefficients in the independent process approximation.
The calculation includes the 2p2 configuration, which strongly
mixes with the 2s2 configuration. Thus, recombination into 2p2nl
resonances, or trielectronic recombination (TR; Schnell et al.
2003), is included.
AUTOSTRUCTURE produces raw radiative rates (calcu-
lated here using the length gauge) and autoionization rates.
These data must be postprocessed to obtain the final-state level-
resolved and total DR rates. The ionic thresholds were shifted
to known spectroscopic values for the 2! 2 transitions. The
AUTOSTRUCTURE calculations were performed with explicit
n-values (in eqs. [2] and [3]) up to 118 in order to compare most
closely with experiment. In Colgan et al. (2003) a quantum de-
fect approximation was made for high-level values of n beyond
15. The minor differences in these two approaches have an insig-
nificant effect on the resulting resonance strengths andMaxwellian
rate coefficient.
For our present comparison between theory and experiment,
we took into account radiative transitions between autoionizing
states. Such transitions were not included in the previously
calculatedMaxwellian rate coefficients (Colgan et al. 2003), but
we determine this to be a less than 5% effect on the total theoret-
ical rate coefficient.
4.2. Multiconfiguration Dirac-Fock (MCDF)
In this work, DR was treated as a two-step process using an
isolated resonance approximation. The targetwave functionswere
obtained using anMCDFmethod (Grant et al. 1980), and the con-
tinuumwave functions were calculated in the distorted-wave ap-
proximation. The transition energies include contributions from
the Breit interaction and quantum electrodynamic corrections
(Grant et al. 1980). The Auger and radiative transition rates were
evaluated using first-order perturbation theory (Chen 1985).
For Be-like ions, configuration interaction between 1s 22s2
1S0 and 1s
22p2 1S0 is quite strong. This results in significant two-
electron excitation from the core with capture of the free elec-
tron to form a triply excited state. This TR process has been
shown to produce recombination resonances and to induce a sig-
nificant increase in the rate coefficients forN ¼ 0 transitions
in the low-temperature region for ions of lower charge states
(Schnell et al. 2003). In the present work, the contributions from
the TR processes were taken into account by performingMCDF
calculations including configuration interaction from states with
the same n complex.
For N ¼ 0 transitions, explicit calculations were performed
for intermediate states with n  39 and l  12. The resonance
energies were adjusted using the known experimental excitation
energies between n ¼ 2 states from the NIST database. The con-
tributions fromhigher nRydberg stateswere included using ann3
scaling for the appropriate Auger and radiative rates up to n ¼ 400.
For N 6¼ 0 transitions, explicit calculations were carried
out for 1s22l3l 0nl 00 intermediate states with n  21 and l 00  9.
The same extrapolation procedure as in the N ¼ 0 case was
applied for these series. For the 1s22l4l 0nl 00 case, we included
only n  5 and l 00  4 states because of their small contribu-
tions and fast convergence due to the opening of the 1s 22l3l 0
Auger channels. No energy adjustment was applied for the
N 6¼ 0 DR transitions.
The radiative transition rates have been calculated using the
velocity gauge. The use of the length gauge increases the high-n
N ¼ 0 DR strengths by 10%–15%. It also increases the
3l3l 0 DR resonance strengths by 30% and the 3lnl 0 (n  8)
resonance strengths by 40%. The effects on the other DR chan-
nels are only a few percent. Lastly, a one-step cascade correction
was applied to the DR calculations if the radiative decay to the
autoionizing state was a major decay branch.
4.3. Flexible Atomic Code (FAC)
FAC is a relativistic, configuration interaction program for cal-
culating various atomic collisional and radiative processes, in-
cluding radiative transition rates (calculated here using the length
gauge) and autoionization rates. These rates are needed to obtain
DR cross sections. The single-electron basis wave functions are
constructed using an optimized local central potential. Configu-
ration interaction within the same complexes (configurations hav-
ing the same set of principle quantum numbers) are included in
deriving the atomic state wave functions. TR via 1s 22p2 core
excitations, which is simply a configuration interaction effect, is
thus naturally included. Both autoionization and radiative tran-
sition rates are evaluated in the first-order perturbation theory.
The calculations presented here use the same method as Gu
(2003b). For the 2! 2 core excitation channels, explicit calcu-
lations are performed for the resonances with n  50 and l 12.
For the 2! 3 DR channels, explicit calculations are performed
for n  20 and l  8. For both channels, contributions from
higher n resonances are taken into account using the hydrogenic
scaling laws of autoionization and radiative transition rates. For
the 2! 2 channels, the resonance energies are empirically ad-
justed using the experimental excitation energies of 2! 2 tran-
sitions of Fe xxiii.
In the calculation of radiative stabilizing branching ratios, cas-
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where Arij is the radiative decay rate from state i to state j and A
a
ik
is the autoionization rate from state i to state k. State i 0 may fur-
ther autoionize and has a stabilizing branching ratio of Bi 0 .
4.4. Results
For theMCBP,MCDF, and FAC results, the DR cross section
was approximated by the sum of Lorentzian profiles for all in-
cluded resonances. This analytic cross section was convolved
with the experimental energy resolution for comparison with
the measured results. The convolved results are presented for
2! 2 core excitations in Figures 2b–2d and for 2! 3 core ex-
citations in Figures 3b–3d . The results all use an nmax ¼ 118.
Total 2! 2 plus 2! 3 DR rate coefficients were obtained
by convolving the DR cross section with a Maxwellian electron
energy distribution. The resulting Maxwellian rate coefficients
are given in Figure 4b. MCBP, MCDF, and FAC results are
given for nmax ¼ 1000, 400, and1, respectively.
Fits for the total 2! 2 plus 2! 3 DR rate coefficient for the
MCBP and FAC results have been given by Colgan et al. (2003)
and Gu (2003b), respectively. Here we have fitted the theoret-
ical MCDF DR rate coefficients using equation (5). Fit param-
eters are given in Table 1. The fit is given for an nmax ¼ 400.
Contributions due to higher n levels are expected to have an
insignificant effect on the total DR rate coefficient. The accu-
racy of the MCDF fit is better than 1.3% for the temperature
range 0:02 eV  kBTe  10;000 eV. With decreasing tempera-
ture below 0.02 eV, the fit goes to zero faster than the calculated
rate coefficient. But this is not expected to be a problem for plasma
modeling as it is extremely unlikely that Fe xxiii will ever form
below this temperature (Mazzotta et al. 1998; Kallman&Bautista
2001). Also, RR is expected to dominate the total electron-ion
recombination rate coefficient at these low temperatures.
5. DISCUSSION
5.1. Resonance Structure
In general, we find for the 2! 2 DR resonances that the ex-
perimental and theoretical resonance strengths agree to within
approximately 20% for all of the strong complexes. This can
be seen, in part, in Figures 2a–2d . Note that in these figures the
differences between the experimental and theoretical resonance
amplitudes for energies 3 eV P Ecm P 70 eV are largely due
to the changing experimental energy spread. This broadens the
measured resonances and reduces the peak amplitude. But the
actual integrated experimental resonance strengths show the agree-
ment with theory noted above. This broadening appears not to be
significant for energies above 70 eV where we were using an
Ecool  Eref  Emeas chopping pattern.
One discrepancy between theory and experiment worth noting
is the relatively strong peak at 46 eV that is underestimated by
the various calculations. This is the e þ 2s2 1S0 ! 2p2(1D2)8l
TR resonance. TheMCBP,MCDF, and FAC integrated resonance
strengths for this peak are only 40%–45% of the experimental
value. It should be noted that theory sometimes tends to under-
estimate the resonance strength for TR (e.g., Schnell et al. 2003).
A comparison between our experimental and theoretical re-
sults for 2! 3 DR is given in Table 2 and in Figures 3a–3d .
Again, overall we find good agreement between experiment and
theory, typically to within approximately20%. The largest dif-
ferences between theory and experiment show up in the 3lnl 0
(n  8) complex. The MCBP and FAC results both significantly
underestimate the integrated resonance strength for this complex.
The MCDF results slightly underestimate the integrated reso-
nance strength. None of the calculations include the contribu-
tions from the 4l4l 0 resonances due to 2! 4 core excitations.
Adding this 0:4 ; 1018 cm2 eV contribution to the theory
slightly reduces the difference between the MCBP and FAC re-
sults with experiment but does not remove it. Adding the 4l4l 0
contributions to the MCDF results removes the difference with
experiment.
5.2. Rate Coefficients
Previously, DR rate coefficients have been calculated using
LS coupling by Jacobs et al. (1977), McLaughlin et al. (1987),
and Romanik (1988). These are shown in Figure 4a. We find
poor agreement between our experimentally derived rate coeffi-
cient and the results of Jacobs et al. (1977). There is reasonable
agreement with the calculations of McLaughlin et al. (1987)
over the energy range for which they presented results. We also
find reasonable agreement with the data of Romanik (1988).
Badnell (1986) produced a DR rate coefficient using the
Burgess formula for the 2! 2 channel and MCBP method for
the 2! 3 channel. The fits by Arnaud & Raymond (1992) and
Mazzotta et al. (1998) to these results are shown in Figure 4a.
However, their fits appear to be valid only for temperatures
above 100 eV, as can be seen by comparing their results with
the data in Figure 1 of Badnell (1986). Above100 eV, there is
good agreement between the fits to the data of Badnell (1986)
and our experimentally derived rate coefficient.
A comparison between our experimental results and state-of-
the-art DR calculations is given in Figure 4b. For temperatures











(eV) Expt MCBP MCDF FAC MCBP/Expt MCDF/Expt FAC/Expt
3l3l 0 ............................................ 250 600 2.74 2.45 2.77 2.70 0.894 1.01 0.985
3l4l 0 ............................................ 600 825 2.03 2.34 2.23 2.30 1.15 1.10 1.13
3l5l 0 ............................................ 825 900 1.55 1.67 1.63 1.54 1.08 1.05 0.994
3l6l 0 ............................................ 900 975 1.47 1.40 1.43 1.49 1.05 0.973 1.01
3l7l 0 ............................................ 975 1023 1.19 1.12 1.17 1.17 0.941 0.983 0.983
3lnl 0 (n  8)............................... 1023 1236 3.51 2.22 3.11 2.19 0.632 0.886 0.624
Notes.—Integrated resonance strengths for selected energy ranges of the 2! 3 DR resonances shown in Figs. 3a–3d. Listed are the dominant resonance complex
for each energy range; the limits of integration Emin and Emax ; the integrated experimental, MCBP, MCDF, and FAC resonance strengths; and the ratio of the MCBP,
MCDF, and FAC results to the experimental results. Adding the contributions above 1000 eV due to the 4l4l 0 resonances would increase the theoretical integrated
resonance strengths by 0:4 ; 1018 cm2 eV.
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results and ourMCBP,MCDF, and FAC results. Below 3 eV the
MCBP rate coefficient drops off due to a slight inaccuracy in the
fits used in Colgan et al. (2003) to model the actual rate coef-
ficient. In these fits only five terms were kept in the expansion of
equation (5). By adding another term to this expansion, a fitted
rate coefficient is generated that is very close to the experimental
results. Updated fit parameters can be found online.6
Agreement between our experimentally derived DR rate co-
efficient and MCBP, MCDF, and FAC results is good to within
20% over the temperature range predicted to be relevant for
Fe xxiii in photoionized gas (Kallman & Bautista 2001) and
electron-ionized gas (Mazzotta et al. 1998). These temperature
spans cover the range where the fractional Fe xxiii abundance is
greater than 10% of the total Fe abundance. A similar temper-
ature range selection criterion was used in Savin et al. (1997,
1999, 2002a, 2002b, 2003).
None of the calculations include the effects of the 4l4l 0 reso-
nances in their calculated rate coefficient. These resonances are
naturally included in the TSR measurements. Our experimentally
derivedDR rate coefficient shows that the effects of omitting these
resonances from the calculations are not significant.
5.3. Implications for Plasma Modeling
Our experimental results show that modern DR theory is
able to produce reliable rate coefficients for high-Z ions such as
Fe xxiii at the low temperatures relevant for photoionized gas
and at the high temperatures relevant for electron-ionized gas.
The work of Schippers et al. (2004), however, showed that while
there was good agreement between modern DR theory and ex-
periment for high-temperature DR of the moderate-Z ion Mg ix,
such was not the case for the low temperatures relevant for photo-
ionized gas. At these lower temperatures a significant discrepancy
was found.
The reason for this discrepancy is a combination of the tem-
perature at which an ion forms in photoionized gas and the res-
onances that dominate the DR process at that temperature. In a
given isoelectronic sequence, high-Z ions are formed at higher
temperatures than are moderate- or low-Z ions. For the higher
Z ions, uncertainties in the energies of the important resonances
are a small fraction of the total resonance energy Ed . The effect
is thus small on the resultingMaxwellian rate coefficient, which
contains an exp (Ed /kBTe) term. For moderate- to low-Z ions,
this fractional uncertainty is larger and can have a more signif-
icant effect on the exponential term when calculating the the-
oretical DR rate coefficient.
Additional problems involve the question of whether a state
is bound or not. Resonance energy uncertainties can lead to theory
predicting that a doubly excited state lies in the continuum and
contributes to the DR process when it is actually bound and
does not. This can lead to theory overestimating the DR rate
coefficient, or theory might calculate that a state is bound when it
is actually autoionizing, thereby leading to an underestimation
of the DR rate coefficient.
Probably the single greatest challenge facing modern DR
theory is accurately calculating the resonance structure for the
low collision energies needed to calculate low-temperature DR.
As explained above, it is for these resonances that the energy un-
certainties have the greatest effects on the predicted rate coeffi-
cient. So, unless there are significant advances in atomic structure
calculations soon, astrophysicists are going to have to continue
to rely on storage ring measurements in order to generate accu-
rate low-temperature DR rate coefficients for those moderate- to
low-Z ions that have important DR resonances at collision en-
ergies comparable to the temperature where the ion forms in
photoionized gas.
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